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Abstract

This study addressed the difference between a full version of an IEP placement test and an abbreviated version of an IEP placement test. All students took the full placement test at the beginning of the semester. The abbreviated version of the placement test was administered one week later, during the first week of instruction. This study was carried out using the Rasch model for analysis, using the program Facets (Linacre, 1996), with the facets being the examinees, items from each test, and raters for the speaking and writing domains. The data indicated that the test-takers did not perform similarly in each domain between the full placement test and the abbreviated placement test. Also, the items on the full placement test and the abbreviated placement test within each domain differed in terms of difficulty.
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Background

While it is widely accepted that a sampling of ten items is required to adequately measure student ability on different item types (Miller, Linn, & Gronlund, 2009), this does not account for practical issues regarding the resources available to administer, score, and analyze test results. The PIE offers three semesters a year; fall, spring and summer. Fall and spring semesters have the largest enrollment and are 15-week semesters. Summer has a lower enrollment, and is a compressed 11-week semester. Typically, there is a low number of incoming international students for summer semester, as most arrive during the spring and fall semesters. Due to the low number of students who need to take the placement test during the summer, the PIE questioned the practicality of administering the full version of the placement test. Therefore, the PIE has developed an abbreviated version of the placement test. This abbreviated test is only used for placing students; students cannot use their scores on this test to matriculate. The abbreviated test includes four skills or domains, reading (26 items), listening (10 items), writing (1 task) and speaking (1 task). The test takes approximately 1.5 hours to administer, 2 hours to rate, 5 hours for data entry and analysis, and requires the participation of 4 to 5 staff members.

In terms of resources such as time, personnel, and money, an abbreviated placement test is appealing for a language program due to concerns of practicality. The purpose of the present study is to investigate whether the PIE abbreviated placement test is a valid measurement when compared to the full version.
Research Questions

1. Do examinees perform similarly in each domain (listening, reading, writing, and speaking) between the full placement test and the abbreviated placement test?

2. Are the items on the full placement test and the abbreviated placement test able similar in terms of difficulty?

Methods

The examinee data used for this study is from the full placement test administered in the fall semester of 2015. The data for the full placement test included 63 students; as there were three tasks for both the writing and speaking domains this resulted in 189 samples for both domains. The abbreviated placement test was administered to students one week later, during the first week of the semester and prior to instruction, thus, the student language proficiency should have remained static. Of the 63 test participants, 37 were male (59%) and 26 were female (41%). The first languages of the participants were Chinese (42, 67%), Arabic (19, 30%), Portuguese (1, 1.5%), and Spanish (1, 1.5%).

The instruments used for this study are the PIE full placement test and the PIE abbreviated placement test. For both tests, listening and reading items were dichotomous, and the speaking and writing tasks were polytomous. The scales for the polytomous tasks were the same score range and used holistic rubrics.

This study will be carried out using the Rasch model for analysis, using the program Facets (Linacre, 1996), with the facets being the examinees, items from each test, and raters for the speaking and writing domains.
Results

In answering the research question of whether examinees perform similarly in each domain between the full placement test and the abbreviated placement test, the data indicates that the test-takers do not perform similarly. The abbreviated test was easier for the listening test by over 0.50 logits, the reading abbreviated test was harder for the examinees by over 0.30 logits, the abbreviated speaking test was easier for the test-takers by 0.35 logits, and the abbreviated writing test was harder for students by over 0.60 logits. Based on these results, it is clear that the abbreviated placement test does not measure examinees consistently when compared with the full placement test.

Relevance to PIE and Second Language Learning

The purpose of this study was to address whether the abbreviated placement test measured students similarly as the full placement test. The research questions were focused on both the domains and the items. Based on these results, it is clear that the abbreviated placement test is not currently working appropriately for the PIE. However, certain domains were performing similarly across both tests, which indicates that a shortened test may be able to reliably predict student ability. In the future, the abbreviated placement test will be revised and then analyzed again.
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